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Fun loving, Wild-eyed, Rockin' Honky-Tonk with some real life stories, all stirred together. 13 MP3 Songs

COUNTRY: Country Rock, COUNTRY: Modern Country Details: Sure, we have the rockin' guitars, the

virtuoso bass lines, great vocals, and a killer pedal steel guitar. They let it all hang out in tracks like "Last

Call" and "Eye of the Hurricane". But you also get introspective songwriting, real world experiences, and a

whole lot of fun. Exit 42 has been playing together for 14 years, opening big shows, playing small dives

and coming up with new things all the time. The value of this group is five people who care about what

they do, enjoy doing it, and actually like each other. Raised on everything, influenced by a bunch of bands

and artists, and putting it all together to say what they want to say. Mix with that a healthy dose of

Colorado independence, a desire to push the envelope, and innovative arrangements, and you have Exit

42. From Shelley Dowdy's powerful vocals, to Dave Ely's excellent pedal steel guitar work. Add innovative

bass lines not often heard in Country music from Kent Balog. Round out the rhythm section with Gary

Balog on drums and percussion (twins make the best rhythm section!). Top it off with fiery guitar and

vocal work from Scott Davis. Exit 42 wants you to listen, to laugh, to dance, to think, to enjoy. Pop in the

CD while you drive through wide open spaces, and it fits just right. Put it on after a fight with your mate,

and it is a fine elixir. Get pumped up for a night on the town. Think about the things that may haunt you.

Go ahead, see if it works. The themes of real life are right here. It's your life...we're just writing about it!
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